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3D printing is an exponential technology that is poised to radically shape our man-made
environment. The same change that resulted from the introduction of the personal computer just 20
years ago will be realized again with 3D printing. Will you be ready? How to Become a 3D Printing
Entrepreneur is the top 3D printing book out today. In it, I take you on a journey that transforms you
from a 3D printing novice to an expert in the field. By the end of the book, you will know how to
create your own 3D printing business .In this book, we go over: The important companies operating
in the space The different 3D printing technologiesThe skills that are needed for this new industry
The wide range of uses for 3D printing The business practices specific to the industryPlus a ton
more valuable material to help you get started as a 3D printing entrepreneur!"This was a fantastic
book on 3D printing. I was worried that this book was going to be full of technical jargon that was
over my head but Yoni made this whole world easy to understand. I recognize that there is so much
to do in the field of 3D printing and this book started me on that path smoothly." - Garry Bowden"If
there's 1 person to learn from on becoming a 3D entrepreneur, it's definitely this guy. Wow! As a
non-technical person with no maker background whatsoever, this is an extremely encouraging read
and inspires me to get up and just invent something. Not a dense read, and opens your mind to so
many possibilities - 3D printing is absolutely the future, and this book really helps to put the power in
your hands." - Amira PoalckNot featured anywhere else, featured in this book are fantastic
interviews with top 3D printing entrepreneurs that will help you understand the 3D printing
landscape. These are world renown artists, CEOs of startups and of well-established companies,
successful designers, and many others including:Lance Pickens â€“ Co-Founder of Made
SolidJesse Harrington Au - Chief Maker Advocate at AutodeskMark Hatch â€“ Co-Founder and CEO
of TechShopLiza Wallach Kloski and Nick Kloski â€“ Cofounders of HoneyPoint3D StoresAnd many
more!As a bonus feature, I provide a list of over 50 resources so you can get a 3D printing business
up and running as quickly as possible. Buy the book today and learn how to start a 3D printing
business.
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If there's 1 person to learn from on becoming a 3D entrepreneur, it's definitely this guy. Wow! As a
non-technical person with no maker background whatsoever, this is an extremely encouraging read
and inspires me to get up and just invent something. Not a dense read, and opens your mind to so
many possibilities - 3D printing is absolutely the future, and this book really helps to put the power in
your hands.

Great overview of the world of 3D printing, from technical details like which programs to use based
on your skill level and interests to which online marketplaces to sell your products on. This is a very
helpful book for someone who wants a comprehensive look at home to become a 3D printing
entrepreneur!

This was a fantastic book on 3D printing. I was worried that this book was going to be full of
technical jargon that was over my head but Yoni made this whole world easy to understand. I
recognize that there is so much to do in the field of 3D printing and this book started me on that path
smoothly. Definitely recommended if you're interested in 3D printing. Have fun!

3D printing may sound futuristic but it couldn't be more of a reality today. It is creating breakthrough
innovations but also helping entrepreneurs accelerate with prototyping. Its a hot topic and lots of
people investing in it. This book does a wonderful job of taking you through the ins and outs of 3d

entrepreneurship. Definitely recommend it to those who are exploring the subject and even those a
bit more advanced on the topic.

If you want to understand 3D printing and build a foundation quickly to become an expert and/or
entrepreneur in this field, then this book is the best starting point. Just think of this book as an
accelerator if informing you and helping you build a part-time or full-time business around 3D
printing.

This books is awesome for folks trying to jump-start a career in the 3D printing world. It's exciting
space with so much potential. The book gets you all the information you need to get started. It does
it in an interesting and accessible way. Highly Recommended.

This is a great find for any would be or could be 3d printing entrepreneurs out there. Yoni does a
wonderful job of taking you through the ins and outs of 3d entrepreneurship. If the subject has ever
piqued your interest, I'd highly suggest picking up a copy!

Looking forward to the future of 3D printing. I think if clever entrepreneurs and stylists team up to
create useful and innovative products using these new technologies there will absolutely be a
revolution in what can be done in terms of materials generation. Nice introduction to the subject
matter and got my mind running on some of the possibilities. Also the Chinese version of the e-book
I found in the related list was pretty smooth too! Not a bad idea to have some Chinese staff running
your manufacturing when it comes to 3D printing centers... Shenzhen is like the new Mecca of
electronics so they say. Better than Silicon Valley!
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